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Mr. Chairman, we are here today to discuss a  subject which is both 

pervasive in our society and  of extreme econanic importance to the United 

States. That subject is the quality of pralucts produced in this country and  

the relationship of the quality of those products to the loss of cmpetitive- 

ness, not only in world markets, but even within our m m  danestic marketplace. 

G lobally, our trade deficit in 1979  totaled $37.3 billion. In our 

bilateral trade with Japan in the first half of 1980, we imported $15  billion 

and  exported only $5.2 billion, an  increase of 17  percent in our deficit with 

J=G=* Our national productivity grmth rate for 1979  was 1.5 percent, the 

lmest of all the industrial nations except Canada.  



Following World War II, U.S. - made pra3&s were said to have set: 

the standards for quality against which the rest of the industralized world's 

production was measured. That position began to change during the 1960s. 

NW Japanese products are viewed by deny as setting the standard for quality. 

It is evident fram available information that our loss of industrial 

curpetitiveness cannot be adequately explained by differences in labor cost. 

Roth Japan and West Germany, our chief competitors, pay wages which are 

Table to U.S. wages for similar work. Nor can cur loss be fully explained 

by technological content of either the pralucts produced or the processes used 

tornake thoseproducts. Virtually all industrialized nations prcduce and use 

products that are both low and high in technology content, and basic manufac- 

turingprocessesare similar. Nor can we describe our market losses, either 

domestic or international, as being limited to only a few prcduct lines such 

a& steel, autcsobiles, televisions, apparel and footware. The list of product 

lines is long and growing longer. Neither can we say that "dwing" has caused 

ax market loss. Even if there were cases of dumping, and we don't know that 

such charges are well founded, the market loss is too pervasive, involves too 

many industrial sectors and the losing trend has gone on tco long to assert 

du&ng as an explanation. 

The most likely explanation- because it is the most logical one:;:we 

belie-is that we are being outperfonred at our m game by our international 

ocmpetitors both in efficiency of production and in quality of products. The 

question is: Why? 

At the request of the House Subccannittee on Trade, we began to study the 

issue of product quality, and Japanese approaches to achieve high levels of 

productivity and product quality. As part of that study, the General Accounting 

Office conducted a l-day roundtable discussion 2 months ago on "Product 

Quality: Japan vs. the Unit4 States." Fifteen well-informed represen- 
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tatives fran industry, labor, academia, andGove mmmtparticipatedinthat L' 
rcundtable. 

. 
Out of those discussions came some very interesting points which the 

panelists believe are part of the answer. The concensus was that those 

points require action-not justbyGovem t, not just by business managers, 

not just by labor and labor unions, but action by everybody. 

One of the rmst inpartant roles the panelists saw for Governmen t is to 

begin a public awareness campaign of the many issues which fall under the broad 

m&ella that we refer to as productivity and prcduct quality. To that extent, 

Mr.c!.haiImn,I cmmend this Subccmmittee on Trade and the makers of the full 

ammittee on Ways and Means who are here as well as the individual merrbers 

representing local Congressional Districts, for taking this first step tamed 

informing the public about sam of the difficult issues face3 by this Nation: 

for letting the people knm that national policymaking is an intricate and 

sanetimes thankless business: and most of all, for opening lines of cmmunication 

with citizens outside of Washington, D.C., and, I hope, for instilling in them a 

sense of their responsibility, that they too are a part of the total policymaking 

process. As representatives of the Ckmptroller General of the united States, 

we are extremly pleased to take part in these hearings. 

CWPARKNG JAPANESE AND U.S. 
PRDwefrvITYALW PRODUCT QmLmY 

It is instructive to look at the Japanese "system," because that system 

is touted to be one in which the elements of its internal structure are well 

orchestrated to make Japan econmically strong. 

The Japanese ecmmtic success story seems even nnre inpressive in light 

of circumstances which prevailed at the end of World War II. Indeed, it is 

doubtful whether Japan's recovery could have been so dramatic had it not been 

for the psy&ological impact of these circumstances on every Japanese citizen. 
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-It's inaustria base was totally devasted, 

-It's prewar reputation was that it produced shoddy merchandise, 

-It had no natural resources of its m, except for its people, and 

-It had no rrcney with which to rebuild. 

Few Americans are able to truly appreciate the depths of dispair which 

mst have been felt by the average Japanese citizen in 1945 ad several years 

hence. 

Indicative Econcnric Planning 

An impressive part of its structure, which began in the late 1940s 

and continues today, is called the "indicative econaaic planning" system. 

The system functions so well that it has been dubbed "Japan, Inc." 

In essence, the system (1) incorporates a national plan and strategy 

by identifying technologies for innovation, with large worldwide market 

potential; (2) identifies a few Japanese firms believed to be capable of 

innovating and prcducting new prcducts ccmpetitively within targeted tech- 

nologies: (3) makes sufficient rescurces available to those favored firrm 

to ackieve early design, developmmt, and production; (4) protects those 

favored firms frcm excessive competition in the damstic mrkets during early 

stages of developmnt: and (5) once the production machinery is hwrn-ting, it 

provides world&de marketing ca-pability through its large trading companies. 1, 
./ 

The United States does not have anything like this. Indeed, there are 

two widely divergent schools of thought as to whether the Unitd States should 

haveanythinglike this. Those who oppe such a system view it as centralized 

econunic management that would run counter to the precepts of our laisez-faire, 

free enterprise system. 

Others disagree with this view. They believe that much of the success of 

other industralized nations to penetrate and obtain grming shares of world 

rrvarketswas enhanced by those nations' ability to obtain high levels of 
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aoperationtx3tween govemmen t, industry, academia, and finanqial institutions, 

and from those nations' ability to build consensus on national policies and to 

orchestrate effective plans, mschanisnts, and incentives to carry out the policies. 

Cooperation of government 
.'mdvstry, 

mstltutions 

CccperatimamngGov- t, industry, and financial institutions is 

essential for Japan's indicative planning system to mrk well. In Japan it 

is cumtm to find that top managers in all three sectors were colleagues 

during their schcol years, have continued their friendships during their 

careers, share similar concerns forthenatim, andcontinuetolcmk upan 

each other as colleagues. Cooperation in such a fratemalistic network 

appears quite natural. Once agr ements are reached, the cooperative 

attitudes seem to extend thrmghout the Japanese system. 

In the United States, a condition, or at least a perception of 

adversarial attitudes seems to pervade cur society: Goverrment versus 

industry; labor versus management; production departments versus marketing 

departments; production workers versus quality inspectors, and so forth. 

Worldwide Marketing 

A critical elm-tent in the system is the selection and targeting of 

.technologies which will offer worldwide market potential, not only because 

this provides continued national econcmic grmth, but equally iqmrtant, 

because large volume production offers efficiencies that are simply not 

achievable in low volrane production. Vu& of Japan's success in high 
'1, 

productivity and high quality stems frcxn Japan's world market orientation.; 

j&r exanple, there are approximately 50,000 Japanese marketing executives 

throughcut the U.S., all of whm speak English. There are about 1,200 

American marketing executives in Japan, all of whan are in Tokyo, and Y 
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very few of whan speak Japanese. 

&r visits to five Japanesemed c-es in the Los Angeles and San 

Diego areas confirmed that production in high wlumne for ~rl&zide markets 

is essential. These ccmpanies produce refrigerators, stereos, pencils and Y 

pensn = eramic mterials, plasma products, and business machines, all of which / 

encanpass worldwide markets. 

Canpetition in determining 
"survival of the fittest" 

Gnce "favored" carpanies have been selected in the indicative planning 

system, the task of surviving becanes a clear goal to every individual on a 

ccxnpany's payroll. In the Japanese system, being a "favored" canpany is not 

synonymxls with survival. mat is, being favored simply maans the ccpnpany is 

one of perhaps fcur or five -es favored to enter the competitive race 

to develop targeted technologies for the marketplace. In the United States, 

this form of favoritism could violate our antitrust laws. 

To survive in Japan, a company mst learn hw to be as good or better than 

all of its competitors. Further, the Japanese system does not preclude other c-es, 

which are not mng the favored four or five or six, to enter the competition. 

Thus, each c-y's product design, production processes, product quality, and 

production efficiency rmst be better than the ccanpetitions', because only the 

best survive in worldwide markets and the Japanese know this. The Japanese 

system sirply does not support "losers." 

Allocation of limited resources 

Japanese allocation of capital resources is also tied into the indicative 

planning process. Financing for "favored" ccanpanies within the targeted industries 

iS aSSw?d through the Japanese banking system. Eoth the c-y's goals and the 

bank's goals coincide with national goals-- that is, to strengthen the Japanese 
* 

eammy over the long term. 



Japanese bank loans are in three classes: Class A loans are for favored 

cmpanies in targeted industries and are a bark's highest priority. Class 

B loans are for activities with a high rate of "social" return such as 

environmental protection, and safety. Class C loans are ordinary business 

1oanS. 

Bemuse the banks are quasi-partners of the ccqsnies, mrphasis is oh 

long term grmth-not quick return. Planning cycles are as nuch as 10 to 20 

years into the future. Lmgtermpl arming and financing is greatly ehhmc& 

by a personal savings rate in Japan of 26 percent, which provides a continuous 

flow of investment resources to the banks. This compares to a U.S. savings rate 

of mly slightly over 5 percent. 

U.S. banks, as a rule, do not finance new business starts. Each 

entrepreneur or inventor mst find a venture capitaliSt who is willing to 

provide the early row& of hsiness developmnt financing, and venture 

capitalinthis country is scarce. 

The investment environment in the United States in general is one in 

which ccaqanies as well as financial institutions concentrate on quick 

returns which, in turn, discourages long term planning and investing. 

Recmgnition of FJorkers 

Recruiting and selecting employees in Japan is a deadly serious business. 

There is mch selective screehihg and interviewing. Emphasis is on referrals, 

reference checks, s&ml r ecmmndations, and grades. Initial training for 

a production worker lasts up to a year, follcxed by lengthy apprenticeships. 

Urder lifetime employn-ent, typiCally found in Japan's largest ccaqmnies, 

such care in recruiting and training is fully justified and affordable. 

The life time asset value of the employee is fully recognized. 

Labor unions are typically "ccxrpany unions" as opposedtoindustry-wide 

trade unions. The goals of the ccmpany are also the goals of the union-that 
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is, job security-and this depends on winning the curpetitive race, not on 
\C' 

collective bargaining. 

Thus, it is easy to seewhy surviving as a ccmpanyis vitally impartant 

toevery employee fruntoptobottcm. Every employee is highly motivated to 

mrkhardandtoworksmrt. Abeenteeism is mst nonexistent. In the auto 

industry, for example, absenteeismruns about 3 to4percent, including vacations 

and sick leave. In the United States, holidays alone represent 3 to 4 percent 

ofthenormlworkyear. 

Amther iqortantelemantof recognitionof erqloyeesis the climate for 

participation. nTlplayees fully understand and accept this added and equally 

itrportant respmsibility. That is, to be constantly alert to any kind of problem 

in operations that could adversely affect efficiency or product quality. The 

Japanese approach for problem solving is throu~# consensus building fran bottom 

up- In the United States, a typical top manager gathers views of other 

managers and then &es the decision. 

At the firms we visited, product quality is one of the mst important 

factors considered by managers for the success of their business. All 

employees are considered integral to achieving high quality products. 

When quality problems arise, mployees at all levels are brcmght together 

to work out solutions. Brployee groups are also formed to look at ways of 

improving quality through the use of better techniques in areas such as 

production, marketing, and distribution. These groups are referred to as 

quality circles. 

However, this is not unique with Japan. Many American fim have 

successfully practiced Japanese-style management systems for many years. 

For example, the quality control (Qc) circle concept practiced widely in Japan 

has been practiced by IJ.S* firms like Texas Inst nnnents for mmy years, 

although by different namss. Many American firms arebeginningto install 

QC circles in this country with very positive results. 
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Japanese dedication to quality is exemplary. At one firm we were told 
c')lC 

that it is required to send five dozen of its product, arrr)-of each production 

lot, to the parent organization in Japan. At the U.S. site three dozen are 

tested. The results of the tests, together with the raMin.ing two dozen are k 
sent to the President of the corporation in Japan. He laoks over the test 

results and personally e wmines the remaining two dozen. Ifasingleunit 

proves unsatisfactory, the President imnediately notifies the firm to halt 

production until the quality problem is resolved. Thishashappened twotjmes 

since the American plant opened 2 years ago. 

Esrployee suggestions are made in exceptionally large nmbers by 

Western standards, and a very high percentage, often as many as 80 to 90 

percent, are implemented. Uncovering mistakes or problem areas so that 

correctiveaction canbe takenis rewardedinJapa.n. Under Western style, 

mistakes are often hidden for fear of penalty. 

As we have indicated, one of the rewards for Japanese workers for winning 

the competitive race, at least in the large firms, is lifetime erployraent. Even 

during econanic downturns, employees feel secure that they will not be laid off. 

When econcnuc conditions are poor, employees may be assigned to cleaning and 

Fainting their work areas and buildings, or to repairing and maintaining their 

production machinery and equipnent. Thus, when full production does resume, 

the work areas are pleasant and &em, and the machinery and equiptnent are fine 

tuned for high efficiency. 

U.S. ccnpanies do not provide lifetime employment as do roughly 20 percent 

of Japan's largest manufacturing firms and many of the supplier or vendor firms. 

Amrican ccnpanies typically lay off workers during a cyclical or econunic 

tficwnturn. This adversely affects worker attitude, mrale, loyalty to the firm, 

ard attention to quality. 

Wage structures are unique in that wages are based a&St solely on 

seniority--not on performance. 
I: 

This appears to pose little or no problem to unions 



or workers, since cmqany operational and financial status is kKlwn to all and 

it is amron to find canpani es sharing profits with errployeesf Eepending on 

profits, bonuses samtin-es amount to 100 to 200 percent of wages during a 

profitable year. Few American firms share profits with employees. 

Quality Qntrol and productivity 

l'be Japanese do not view product quality as a cuqrunise to high productivity. 

Indeed, the two are treated as interdependent. 

Japanese quality ccntrol procedures are not unique. Am&can ozqanies do 

manyofthe samethings. What distinguishes Japanese perforce appears to be 

the intensity and devotion of applying these procedures. Th& results are evident: 

-Fewer quality defects 

-Loa reject rates 

-L4mer scrap rates 

-L#a+er rework incidents 

-Fewer people directly involved in guality control 

-And, of course, thebottanline: lmer cost to produce high quality 

products which do well in the international marketplace. 

Scn'ks examples of Japanese quality are seen in the following statistics 

frun the autcrrobile manufacturing industry. 

-4pprotitely 96 percent of all vehicles go directly fran the 

assembly line to the haul away lots with no repairs. 

--The engine reject rate is 0.01 percent. 

-Water leaks for passenger cars average 0.0 percent. 

-Typical inventory turnover rates at the assembly points are 

about three times those in U.S. auto production plants. 

-Stores for steel consists of approximately 20 to 30 coils 

ahead of stan@ng presses-that equates to a murimrm of 3 

shifts worth of coils, ccrqared to 15 to 17 days in the 

United States. 
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-Tires, engines, seats, and other assemblies- are delivered 

every 2 hours by the vendors directly to the installatirm 

point-m receiving docks, no quantity count; and m-quality 

ins-ion. 

The system cperates on the basis of having no mxe than 2 hours mrtzh 

'ofsto&ofanypa&onhandintheline. Thisrnearlsthatallpartsmustbe 

delivered exactly on time, exactly as specified: andbe nearly100 percent gocd 

quality patts. 

In addition to lower pmduction cmsts, another advantage of this low 

level of inventory of vendor parts is that if a quality problem does surface, 

it can be identified arx3 corrected inmediately, with no large inventory of 

defective parts to be remrked or scrapped. 

The Japanese are meticulous about engineering both products and prcduction 

processes. A driving force for tkis is that since almst all raw materials are 

inported, the Japanese simply cannot afford to waste any of them. Therefore, 

there is total ccmnitmant to designing products that mn be made precisely as 

designed, and to designing production processes in which the workers are able 

to perform all tasks exactly as designed. Adherence to these two basic principles 

alrmst totally eliminates waste. 

Autmetion and robotics are emphasized wherever possible to improve both 

prcductivity and guality, and to assure that production processes can be carried 

out as designed. For example, there are 17,000 industrial rotits in use through- 

cut the world-13,000 in Japan and 2,500 in the United States. 

Four of the five Japanese firm we visited used high technology, capital 

intensive production methcds. Japanese mnagement stresses capital improvements. 

One firm received $7-$8 million fran its Japanese parent organization for 

capital improvements. This included new facilities and equimt to ew 

and autmmte production capabilities sure of which are designed to achieve a 

higher quality. 
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In the area of quality of vendor products, large Japanese manufacturers 

have mch closer working relationships with their vendors than do typical .' -. 

American manufacturers. There are several reasons for this in Japan which 

cannotbeduplicatedintheLJnited States. However, we believe there are ways 

to inprove American vendor product quality and manufacturer-vendor relationships. 

Ebr example, the Japanese firms we visited indicated that wxking with suppliers 

to reduce defect rates and achieve improved vendor quality was an irrportant as- 

of their quality programs. Each firm requires high quality compOnent parts and 

materials, and works with its suppliers to achieve and maintain desired levels 

of quality. Scme firms have provided their suppliers with engineers, tools, 

education, feedback of defect rates, and so forth to achieve better quality. 

We also talked with a number of large American rnmufacturers, mny of 

wham work closely with their vendors, but with limited success. We learned that 3 
a few aerospace firms have designed "vendor ranking systems" which identify 

vendors whose products have quality problem. 

One of the more interesting aspects of this kind of infomtion is that 1 

the vendors are made aware, often for the first tims, that they have quality I 

problems and how mch the poor quality is costing their custcmers. 

With this information, the large firm can nm assist its vendors in 

correcting the causes of quality problems, and the vendors are sore receptive 

to this assistance. This kind of manufacturer-vendor cmpsrative arrangement j 

is amron in Japan, but not so cummn in the United States. 

There is another aspact of prcduct quality in the American industrial 

environment which shmld be mentioned. That is, standards which affect both 

the large manufacturers as well as vendors, and in turn, affect hm well 

Amarican products fare in the mrketplace. 

A prism-y function of the National Bureau of Standards is, of course, to i 

develop standards-standards for measuring, functional standards, and performance 

standards- In the American system, standards are essential. Not to have them 

wrxlld be disastrms. 
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' The National Bureau of Standards, in collaboration with *ustry, establishes 

the quality standards acceptable to industry-thus the acronym AQL, "acceptable 

quality level." 

American manufacturers set their quality goals to achieve the AQL precisely. 

Many manufacturers argue that achieving levels appreoially above the AQL increases 

production cost and reduces their ability to ccqete. For a vendor, this 

argument is hard to refute, since his custcmer often has other scurces for 

thesameparts. On the final assembly line, however, hi@er quality vendor 

parts increase both production efficiency and product quality; as amply 

demonstrated by the Japanese. 

The above discussion gives only a thumbnail sketch of the Japanese 

"system. " Comparisons of Japanese and U.S. approaches raise a nmnber of 

questions about guality in this country. Sm of the f ur&mmtal questions 

are: 

-Hcxcanwearrive at a concensus 

a-d&a, and financial institut 

are and huf3 can we resolve them? 

--should we establish clear, unamb 

annngGove rnmnt, industry, labor, 

ions onwhatour national problems 

~iguous national goals for industrial 

and ecorxmic grcwth, and develop national plans and mechanisms to 

carry out those goals? 

-Can we develop capital allocation processes that, even under 

conditions of scarcity, will allcw us to have high rates of 

capital investmnt, high gates of personal and corporate savings, 

and higher -hasis on and investment in autanation? 

-Hm can we develop business environments which enable and encourage 

long range pl arming and investment horizons, and break the quick 

payback, l- and 2-year profit a& loss orientation? 

--rim can we develop harmmious labor/mnagment relations, where 
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workers are encouraged to participate in many of the decisions which 

affect productivity and prcduct quality, as well as the quality of 

their min working envixomnent? 

-Should our education curricula include courses in productivity, 

product quality, and the elimination of wasteful practices at the 

high s&ool level or even earlier, as do other countries? 

--i-law can we get an absolute cmfnitment to basic engineering 

principles of having quality designed into the praduct and the 

process so that products are build right the first time, and waste 

in the form of defective products, rework cost, or scrap, 

is eliminated? Can such an absolute cmmitment to these principles 

be followed in this country? And do these principles need to be 

stressed rrore in engineering courses in our universities? 

-HCM can we begin to instill in managers and workers alike that 

high pr&xtivity and product quality are absolute determinants 

of caqxtitiveness in the marketplace, and that sales of the 

products we produce are responsible for the johs we hold? 

These are difficult questions that need to be answered if we are to stay cm 

pstitive in the worldmarket. 

The r&table session provided a number of views as beginning steps tmmrd 

resolving these questions. We have divided their views into five categories: 

Consensus building 

Industry-labor roles 

Educational system 

Professional associations and societies 

Govemment involvement 
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conSensusbuilding 
0 

1. Cansensus-building of the type represented in the romdtable is needed 

to agree on what the problems are. Responsible people fran Gov ernment, including 

Congress, industry, labor and others need to cm82 together to diagnose the 

problems and develop a plan and strategy for their solution. There mst be a 

mechanism to camunicate this consensus to the policymking kdies-Imth 

Legislative and Executive. 

Industry and LzikQr 

1. Labor and managemmt must find ways to change adversary relationships 

into positive relationships in order to successfully launch prcductivity and 

quality efforts. This will have to be a deliberate, conscious process. 

Demxracy in the workplace entails widescale discussion of the issues 

sothateveryoneiswellhformzd. Trade unions can play a strong role in this 

process, because they often represent not only seniority in a ampany, but 

significant continuity as well. Tcp capany rmnagers are far rmre mbile 

than are the rank and file. Thus, labor is in a unique position to offer 

leadership and continuity in labor/management relations and in prcductivity 

and pra3xt quality improvemnts. 

Government can play a supportive role in the area of lakx3r/rranagement 

relations, but ultimate achievements must ccme frcm initiatives of labor and 

managemsnt through cooperative efforts. 

2. We must deal with work stability and with cyclical layoffs. Government 

can provide support and incentives to test nevJ concepts in worker stability. 

SU& tests cculd include the eamcznics of job rzaintena,nce--first by using 

workers in a nonproductive xrcde for periods of econanic dmnturn to receive 

education and problem solving murses, second, by measuring the irrpact in terms 

of the problems actually solved and the iqxct on unemployment insurance, rehiring 

and retraining, and third, by observing the impact of increased job stability on 

employee mtivation, productivity, product quality, and loyalty to the firm. 
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This couldbea ccmbinedlabor, iridu+ryandgovernmmtrole. 

3. We need to adopt sme lessons learned from the quality control 

circle concept, that is, effective camuni cation between managers and workers, 

effective listening by both parties, and learning problem solving techniques 

including systemtic data collection and analysis so that we do not jlrmp to 

solutions without first defining the problem. 

4. We need to address the area of process t-logy, including autmation 

and robotics, in a wide range of manufacturing -es. This is an area or a 

limitation that may have the biggest single irrpact on productivity and product 

quality. 

5. In the area of research and develomt, these terms need to be rede- 

fined to include training and retrainin g of workers as part of a company's 

R&D activities. Incentives such as tax credits for R&D would directly affect 

the rate of innovation by including training, which helps to speed the results 

of R&D into production processes, and out of the firm into the marketplace. 

This matches private benefits with plblic benefits. 

Educational System 

1. The educational system needs to be looked at. Not for any short 

term benefits, but to be responsive to longer term needs. We need to be assured, 

for exarrple, that enough scientists and engineers are educated by our universities 

to meet future national needs, and that our system does not educate an over- 

abundance of practitioners in sme fields and not enough in others. According 

to one panel member, for exarrple, there are about 25,000 lawyers in Washington, 

DC. canpared to 16,000 to 17,000 in the entire nation of Japan. He questions 

whether we are allocating resources to areas of national concern or in line 

with national needs. 

2. Vocational training in this country as it relates to quality also needs 

to be looked at. Individuals need to learn to take better care of their property-- 
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children for their toys, adults for their autrsrobiles, h-s, or the machinery 

and equimtthey usetobe productive. Keeping ourpropertyin topcondi- 

tion makes it last longer and perform ktter. 

professional Associations and Societies 

1. We need to redefine the roles of specific disciplines and specialties. 

Other industrialized natims make special efforts to align professional societies 

and groups into a highly interactive mode, so that individuals in one discipline 

krm~ what is going on in other disciplines. Here, we tend to confine our 

professional activities to cur mm specific disciplines. 

Government Involvement 

1. In mnaging growth under conditions of scacity (for the first time in 

car history), a key area of enqhasis must be expxt performme. Targeting 

financial and other incentives to export performance of a ccnrpany brings 

what is good for the company closer to what is good for the whole country. 

2. In targeting incentives such as accelerated depreciation, current- 

value asset accounting, tax credits, and so forth, the Governmen t's role, with 

cmmsn.sus from industry, is to develop the criteria by which caqzmies can 

have access to those incentives. The role of private firms is to meet the 

criteria. 

3. To generate Jncreases in investment funds, the Japanese and Gemen 

models may be useful, for example, encouraging both personal and corporate 

savings through exempting dividends and interest frcxn taxable incme, or by 

helping ccqxnies develop employee pension plans which could prmote job 

stability while at the sama time generating funds for investnimt. 

4. There is a critical need to examine the capital markets and the 

financial structures of American businesses as they exist in our social fram- 

work vis a vis the international arena. We need to find ways to alter those 

facets of cur system which inhibit or prohibit long term planning. 
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The Gove rnment should determine the kinds of mechanisrrrs ,-ceded to encourage 

long term investment, and to deal with venture funds for high technology, high 

risk ventures. 

5. The Gove rnment needs a focal point that can take the lead to foster 

productivity and quality improvements, to support creation of labor/management 

oxmittees througlxxt the country, to support consensus building activities 

involving Government, industry, labor, and other sqments of our econcmic 

system, and to diss eminate useful information on "best practices" for 

productivity and product quality improvements. 

Thesesare sane of the steps the panel members believed were irrportant. There 

is mrch for everyone to do. 

GAOSIW!XEStJNL3ERWAYORP~ 

Cur National Productivity Group in the General Accounting Office has a 

n-r of studies urderway which address scme of the problems in private sector 

productivity, and we have others planned. I haveattachsdtomystatementa 

list of canpleted reports and planned assignments in the productivity area. 

During the caning year, we will be working with the subccmnittee staff 

to identify other areas we should be studying to clearly define the Government's 

role in the &xxtant area of productivity and product quality. 

In sunmary, Mr. Chaim, the task before all of us is difficult. 

We know that Americans are creative: we knw they can work together and we 

believe they want to work together in harrmny to achieve mn goals. 

Americans respond well to crisis when the challenge is clear. 

We believe the crisis is here. The grckJing threat to our econcanic 

security, to our jobs, and to our standard of living is clearly a challenge 

of national proportions-ane that we each have a stake in and one in which we 

each have a part to play. 
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